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INTRODUCTION

Uno Cygnaeus (181 0-1888) was a prophet of his time. In the middle of the 19th century he
paved tIle way for craft education far into the future. Craft education has a tradition of over
140 years in Finland. Uno Cygnaeus, the father of the Finnish folk school, was a man of the
world; he trained as a priest, studied theology, science and history, communicated in several
languages, and worked extensively abroad (see Kananoja 1999). He quickly adapted to new
circumstances and became innov,ative, diligent and persevering. Finland was a remote corner
of the huge Russian empire. Such a location did not support international connections and
opportunities to influence. Cygnaeus acquired the foundation for popular education through
working overseas. That period, however, was favourable for Finland to internationalize.
Finland was creating its socio-economic foundation and got publicity when something
innovative was developed in the country. It was essential to have an international network.
There were few educated people who knew the Finnish language. Among the few were
Snellman and Cygnaeus with their European network. Snellman will be introduced later in
this article. The time was ripe for institutionalizing worl< education. The national school
system was established. Development of education for work was important because
industrialization was evident. The work education initiatives which'were introduced in
different countries at the end of the 19th century were inspired by the developments in the
Nordic countries. Laurila, Ottelin, Salo, Harni, Gladh, Jussila, Nurmi, Kananoja, Kantola and
Lakotieva, for instance, have written about Cygnaeus as the creator of craft education. The
work of Kantola and Lakotieva forms the basis of this presentation.
Craft education (see Kantola 1997) has a long and glorious international reputation. The
British scholar, D. J. Whittaker (1965), has studied the starting points of British craft
education. In his extensive thesis of over 400 pages named "The Sloyd System: A
Scandinavian Contribution to Education with Special Reference to Britain" he demonstrates
that at the end of the 19th century a movement called 'slojd' rose up. In more precise terms "a
compulsory craft education for girls and boys started in Finland in all 406 folk schools" (ibid.
128). Only later did the movement spread outside Finland, first to Sweden and other Nordic
Countries and then to England, the rest of Europe and the USA. According to Kananoja also
other researchers from different countries have come to the same conclusion. In Sweden many
elements were added to craft education. During the first stages Otto Salomon was responsible
for this. Kananoja (1990, 8-9) has compared the merits of Cygnaeus and Salomon in the
development of craft education. According to Kananoja the main merit of Cygnaeus is the
introduction of general craft education. The central merit of Salomon is pedagogical
development and international distribution (see 'Herrera & Yokoama, 2002). Cygnaeus did not
have time for this. The studies of Whittaker and the other above-mentioned researchers show
that Cygnaeus is internationally recognized to be the founder of school crafts. In the
introduction of his thesis Whittaker (1965) writes about Nordic craft movement in the
following way: "The chief exponent of the movement in the beginning was a Finn, Uno
Cygnaeus." The idea is also confirmed in German emeritus professor Rappke's statement in
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the preface to his doctoral dissertation (see Reincl<e 1995, 8): "Ein grosses Verdienst des
Finnen Uno Cygnaeus liegt darin, die Arbeitspadagogik des Slojd in die allgemeine Schule
integriert zu haben - als elnanzipatorisches Prinzip, 11Jie er glaub/e. " This means that Raapke
considered that Cygnaells' chief merit was to integrate craft into general education - in an
emancipatory way - as he interpreted. Raapke considers that the development of pedagogy
could also be credited to Cygnaeus (see also Kananoja 1995, 3-4).

'1 The development of popular e(lucation in a Inore practical direction

At the end of the 18th century, atten1pts to n1al<e popular education more useful were
commenced in accordance with inter11ational ideas. It was considered important to teach all
boys crafts, mainly woodworl<, and there was also an attempt to increase lmowledge about
farming. In the spirit of p11ysiocratisn1 an Eco110n1ic Association was founded. The tasks were
to develop agriclliture and increase freedolll of trade (Virranl<osl<i 1975,41). ·H.G. Porthan,
one of the first supporters of the ideals of the E11lightenment in Finland, was a member of the
Finnish Economic Associatio11. Through Porthan part of the progralnme of the Economic
Association was the extension of popular educatiol1 (Halila 1, 1949, 96-97). By founding the
Ahlman schools the Econolnic Association intended to increase popular education (Kyostio
1955). In these schools teaching was plal1ned to be practical, illustrative and enjoyable in
accordance wit11 contine11tal ideas of education. The plans were not, however, realized and,
according to Heporauta (1945, 28), they only taught literacy and Christian doctrine. One
remarl<able feature of Ahlman schools was that they were administered by the Finnish
Economic Association and not by the chllrch. Due to Ahlman sc1100ls reform of popular
education also started to interest influential circles.
According to !<.yostio (1955, 210) there were reforn1ists also among the clergy and there were
plans to orgallize work. education following the ideas of i11dustrial pedagogy. These reforms
were a protest against popular education organized by the church. Kyostio (1955) claims that
popular education did not have real contact with life, occupations or the activities of citizens.
Thus, popular education had only an aspect of poor relief. At the beginning of the 19th century
sc1100ling still varied a lot in Fi111a11d with altogether some two hundred schools educating
people. The aim of these schools was to edtlcate people to cope with confirmation classes and
parisI1 catec11etical meeti11gs (Nurmi 1983,72). The standard of teaching was poor and
therefore J.V. Snellman (1806-1881) clain1ed in 1845 that the literacy of the Finns was just an
ilillsion (ibid. 1955, 169). Snellman was a philosopher, a finance politician and an enthusiastic
advocate of Finl1ish national awareness. He was a member of the se11ate and operated from
there with the ailTI tl1at Finlal).d should have its own currency. In 1860 his aim was achieved.
As in all Nordic countries also in Finland, an active debate on the state of popular education
had started at the beginning of 1840. Spirited cl1ange of ideas was changed in the press abou.t
the new direction and target of popular education. In general, the idea of developing the foll<
school towards giving practical skills was supported. Educating the population worl(ing in
agriculture was emphasized and crafts education was to be introduced in education
programmes. Snelln1an supported the practical learning in the folk schools. (i.e. Heporauta
1945, 33-36). He also emphasized the task of teaching at schools. The folk school system was
to be based on the spirit of humanisIn. The subjects accordi11g to Snellman could be
numeration, drawing, mllsic and S011le profession. There was 110 point in arguing the different
subjects because the curricll1um was not that important. Folk school ShOllld be at the same
time a school and a university to conlmon people. Pupils were to be educated to search for
information on their own initiative. Snellman did not accept "the dead book learning" and did
not suppoli folk school as a basic school (Halila 1949, 212, 215).
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According to Heilckinen (1938, 107-108) a real stimulus for tIle development of our country
was given by Tsar Alexander II, during his visit to Finland in 1855. In those days, Finland
was an autonomous state of Russia. To increase the economic and spiritual wellbeing of the
country he introduced a programme, which included reform of popular education in rural
areas. The Finnish senate launched the reform of popular edllcation as decreed by the tsar by
asking for comments from the cathedral chapter (chllrch) about how to organize the education.
The senate aslced for comments from prudent citizens. Uno Cygnaeus strongly criticized the
proposal ofth~ catlledral chapter (church). In his opinion the folk school should be a real

.promoter of literacy and not a preparatory illstitllte for confirmation class. Folk school was
supposed to have an effect on moral education and at the same time its purpose was to
improve the financial position of the people. According to Cygna~us teaching at schools
should be concrete and the practical benefits and useful aspects were to' be considered in
different subject areas. Cygnaeus did not accept that the church should adnlinister the schools
but it was to be done by a National Board of Educatiol1, which was to be set IIp in Helsinki
(Cygnaeus 1910, 18-24). At this stage there was no mention of erafts for boys in any of the
documents. In the seminars (teacher training colleges) craft education would be part of the
curriculum" for feluale students only. Cygnaeus regarded it as important to make an extensive
study tour to get acquainted with' sell001 conditions in Central Europe.
The senate agreed with Cygnaeus and rejected the proposals of the cathedral chapter. In 1858,
the senate gave out so-called "merciful declaratioll", which implemnted popular education in
Finland. At the same time the direction of crafts education in the folk schools to come was
fixed. According to Virral11coski (1975,125-127) it was supposed to be useful, practical and
the aim was to stimulate rural economy .and commerce. The crafts education that was planned
had clearly professional objectives. Economic life had picked up and particularly
development of domestic ... industry was regarded as important because in Central Europe
industrial production was replacing homemade products. Also in Finland production systems
had· to be changed because exports started declilling. Virrankoski (1875) considers that it was
justified to emphasize the professional objectives of crafts because burgeoning
industrialization in Finland was based on foreign professionals. At that time there was no
institutionalized vocational education in Finland. Tllere was a wish that by organizing crafts
education in the folk schools this unsatisfactory state of affairs would be at least partly
ilnproved.
Different researchers have conflicting views on the baclcground to "the merciful declaration".
According to Nurmi (1977, 106-11 0) Snellman has been right at the time to emphasize "the
l1)eaning of the spirit of the age" and on the other halld ill undervaluing Cygnaeus' input. In
"the merciful declaration" different school subjects are not mentioned btlt the idea was to
define them later. Instead time at school could be llsed for teaching of crafts and vocational
subjects. In the proposal for the Finnish folk school it is stated thus: " ... some crafts (hantverk)
which can later beconle localll0me crafts (hemslojd)". According to this the Finnish
Economic Association had more influence than Cygnaells. "The spirit of the age" introduced
by Snellman, also has a clearly justifiable since the press also had recommended crafts to be
one of the subjects in the folk schools (Heporauta 1945, 33-36).

2 Cygnaeus - supporter of educational crafts

During the summer and autumn of 1858 Cygnaeus familiarized himself with the state of
Finnish popular education. He came to the same conclusion as Snellman fifteen years earlier:
the literacy of the people was only apparent and there was no understanding of what was read
(Cygnaeus 1910,27-29; I(yostio 1955,169). During his travels in Finland Cygnaeus was a
supporter of a folk school which would ~e based on tl1e ideas of industrial pedagogues. In
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this way different types of professional and agricultural education would have been included
in the curriculum.
The senate had decided to reserve for itself the right to decide who would be sent on a study
tour to Central Europe (Halila 1, 1949, 262-264). Nurmi (1983, 75) presumes that due to good
personal relationships Cygnaeus was chosen. The route of the overseas trip was via Sweden
and Denmark to Central Europe (Cygnaeus 1910,38). The trip influenced Cygnaeus in such a
way that he started to give up his opinions about industrial pedagogy and he became a
supporter of educational craft pedagogy. The Froebelian kindergarten (pre-school) and the
'reformatory of Levana mainly affected his change of mind (ibid. 1910, 29). Cygnaeus did not
regard Levana as a good model but use of the present methods would enable the whole
education system to be reformed (ibid. 1910,105). During his trip he sent articles describing
his impressions to the press and corresponded with influential administrative personnel. Thus
Cygnaeus prevented people from forgetting about the reform of popular education (Nurmi
1979, 111).
In spring 1861 the senate published the report of Cygnaeus' study tour. Based on the report
the senate asked Cygnaeus to give his final proposal and at he same time decided to appoint a
committee to check Cygnaeus' proposal and draw up the final proposal for popular education
(ibid. 115-116). In his proposal Cygnaeus regards the folk school as a general basic school.
The purpose of the folk school was to educate young people to be God-fearing, understanding
and useful for society by developing in a balanced way both the body and the mind. Pupils
were to be guided to appreciate correct behaviour and respect of labour. Schools were not
supposed to concentrate only on giving knowledge but everyone was to be given such general
dexterity that would be useful also after school. Cygnaeus regarded dexterity to be of
enormous importance for the working people (Cygnaeus 1910, 295).
The opinions of the inspecting committee appointed by the senate and those of Cygnaeus
differed on three basic questions. These were tIle folk school as a general basic school, the
meaning of technical crafts, and education for manual work in the folk school. The opinion of
the inspecting committee was that crafts should be of a professional nature and that it had
merely a stimulating purpose. (Cygnaeus 1910,346). .

3 Cygnaeus' work school

In Cygneaus' opinion the folk school was not be "a school of knowledge" like secondary
schools were, but it was supposed to be a work school where illustrative teaching and
practical work would be combined. Following this method pupils would learn to apply
theoretical knowledge in practice and knowledge would be converted into skilfulness.
(Cygnaeus 1910,228,403,411,413,444.) In the folk schools craft was supposed to be equal
to other subjects, and it was not to be taught as a means to gaining a profession but it was to
be seen as a subject which gave formal education and was of an educational nature. Because
crafts education was not geared to gaining a profession, the teaching was also supposed to be
conducted by a folk school teacher with pedagogical training. The main aim of crafts
.education was the development of dexterity. The pupils were to be trained in the skills of
using simple tools (starting with a knife) for making different types of technical devices and
household equipment (Cygnaeus 1910, 523-524).
As the objective was the development of dexterity, the task of the school was to give basic
handicraft skills: the use the tools and kll0wledge of materials. The target of teaching was the
acquisition of useful skills. By separatillg educational and vocational craft education
Cygnaeus wanted to get rid of production line work, the sole aim of which was immediate
economic benefit (Cygnaeus 1910, 31}. 'The opponents of edllcative crafts did not fully
understand the difference. The useful viewpoints were interpreted as producing direct
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economical bellefits and the edllcative crafts were illterpreted as nlerely formal without any
use. However, Cygnaeus' idea was to provide the useful sl<ills needed in everyday life.
According to Cygnaeus craft edllcation also had aesthetic ailns. If craft education was
correctly organized, tIle senses of shape and beauty as well as the ability to innovate and
create would be developed (Cygnaeus 1910, 195-196). Cygnaeus thought that practical
activities and crafts were the lnain pillars in the education of attitudes. Practical work
develops positive attitlldes towards manllal work and people do not become work-shy after
school. Cygnaeus aimed to get rid of "snobbism" and wanted to nlal<e the folk school a school
for everyone, also for workillg people.
Forming positive attitudes towards work was in line with the nloral objectives of the folk
school. The task of the school was to develop pupils to becon1e good, religious and moral
citizens. Craft education contributed to the achievelnent of this aim by educating active,
hardworking alld useful citizellS (Cygllaeus 1910, 441). The aim of craft education was to
increase mental agility and spirit of enterprise (ibid. 347-348). Craft studies had an important
role in achiev,ing the objective of the folk school, educating moral citizens. F-ormally
educational craft studies aimed for this with their moral, aesthetic and skill objectives.
The training of skills required the adoptiIlg of ~any sl<ills and mastery of different materials.
Therefore, the boys in the nl0del school at tIle teacIler training seminar were to be supervised
in using the tools ofajoiner, a turner and a smith. The aim was to provide pupils with skills to
make furniture, household appliances, agricultural tools and lnechanical devices. Also the
basic skills of the saddlen1aker and shoemaker were to be studied. (Cygnaeus 1910,284.) In
addition to the above products were to be illade that needed planning and thinking, including
geometrical devices and p11ysical apparatus such as plilleys alld pumps.
Based on the above it can be claimed that tIle ainl of Cygnaeus was a really wide-ranging craft
education. The sllbject included all tecllniques and materials of those days. The aim was to
upgrade the technicall<now-how of peasants and thus improve their economic status.
Cygnaeus does not use only the term craft but also "techllical handicraft", which also shows
the diversity and technical emphasis of the subject. To those who doubted the ability of the
folk school teachers to be able to teach craft, Cygnaells answered that the teacher does not
need to have tIle knowledge of a tecllnician but she or he mllst be able to apply theoretical
knowledge in practice. This principle was also to be followed in everyday teaching
(Cygnaeus 1910, 347-348).
The educative crafts of Cygnaells, w11ere the ailTI was to harlnoniously develop the physical,
spiritual and technical sl<ills, was not understood. Among others Sllellman did any value the
"through work to worl<" -method. He wondered what was the use of this "tinkering" for a
peasant in his ploughil1g (see Cygnaeus 1910, 408). However, Snellman did not directly
oppose craft education. It co~ld be of SaIne use, also fronl the spiritual point of view.
According to Jussila (1968, 48) it was, however, impossible to realize because there were no
funds to build the special classrooms.

4 The background to Cygnaeus' proposals

Nurmi (1977, 117) concludes that Cygnaeus' idea of the basic school was based on the
American principle of freedom and equality. While living on Sitka Island in the North
Western America he llad becoille acquainted with the American school system and became
convinced that education of tIle people had to start fron1 a folIc school which was meant for all
people. Emphasis on tIle moral tasl< of the folk school arose fro111 the personal experiences of
Cygnaeus. While worl(ing on Sitka Island and in 81. Petersburg he had been dealing with the
most disadvantaged youth. Salo (1939, 185-186) presumes that after having seen misery and
poverty Cygnaeus had a clear sense of the illlportance of lTIoral education. In St. Petersburg
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Cygnaeus studied the ideas of the philanthropists and Central European pedagogical literature.
On the basis of these he got interested in the ideas of Pestalozzi and Diesterweg. Diesterweg
was a teacher at the University of Berlin.
Cygnaeus adopted the idea of the work-school and the "throllgh work to work" method in
Levana. Georgens, the director of the local reformatory, had developed his institute in the
Froebelian spirit (Cygnaeus 1910, 52). In Levana the pedagogical importance of work
education finally became clear to Cygnaeus, and Salo (1939, 289-303) assumes that it was
there that he also abandoned industrial-pedagogical craft education. Georgens had a crucial
'significance in this change of opinion. He had demanded the teaching of crafts to boys in the
folk schools . In Georgens' opinion craft was not supposed to be vocational training but
practical sessions were to be integrated into all subjects. In practical work artistic and physical
education objectives were to be taken into account. According to Georgens, popular education
required the implementation of creative work in the folk schools. In his own proposal for
education Cygnaeus adopted the idea of integrating theory and practice from Georgens. Also
the idea of moral education as the primary task of the folk school became clear in Levana.
Cygnaeus had begun to adopt work-pedagogy already in St. Petersburg by studying the work
education of the philanthropists. Because Cygnaeus was skilled in practical work, he did not
have any difficulties in believing' the educative effect of craft (Salo 1939, 301-302; Lonnbeck
1910, 154- 155). The technical and scientific emphasis may be result of his studies in science.
He had taken cunl laude (subject level) studies in physics at university. According to
Lakotieva (1986) he had a general interest in technical matters because he had, for instance,
visited the industrial schools of Vienna. The industrial schools were the polytechnics of their
time.
Cygnaeus has received overseas recognition for his way of applying Froebel' s educational
methods at all levels of schooling. It is considered to be thanks to Cygnaeus that the educative
and aesthetic values of craft were introduced into fol1< schools (Brubacher 1966, 271).
Cygnaeus' work-scl1oo1 and "through work to work" methods were thus based on foreign
influences. The impact of modern Central European ideas of education is clearly to be seen.
Already in the implementation stage there is visible a clear idea of polytechnical education,
the application of theory and practice as well as learning by doing. As an adopter of new
educational ideas Cygnaeus can be regarded as one of the champions of so-called progressive
pedagogy.

5 The first steps of craft education in the folk schools

5.1 The implementation of Cygnaeus' proposals

The folk schools act passed in 1866 and it followed tl1e ideas of the inspections committee
(Nurmi 1983, 76). According to the act, male students of the JyvaskyHi seminar (teacher
training college) were to be trained in "skilful crafts" and the boys in the model school were
to familiarize themselves with dexterity and crafts. The boys in the folk schools in the
countryside were to coached towards dexterity (Gladh 1968, 133). The act did not mention
objectives or teaching methods, only the contents. On the other hand, the regulations of the
seminar (teacher training college) from 1866 specified that the aim of skilful crafts was to
achieve general dexterity and skills in certain tasks suitable for everybody. The male students
were to be taught how to use the tools of a cabinet maker, lathe operator and smith to be able
to make some common utensils. The regulations of the sen1inar followed the views of
Cygnaeus, although the inspection committee had rejected them in the proposal for popular
education.
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During the first decades of the folk sellool the development of craft edllcation was disturbed
by a contradiction which arose at tIle fOlllldation of the foll< school. The representatives of
business and comnlerce had illcluded craft educatioll ill order to pronlote home industry.
Cygnaeus in turn itl 11is proposal had sllggested educative craft, the positive bellefit of which
was not seen by his 0ppollellts. Bot11 parties were not satisfied with the results achieved and
both parties aimed to improve the situation. Cygllells aimed to create a model collection
which was based on Fil11and~s OWll tradition (Cygnaells 1910,598), alld the representative of
trade and comluerce, The Economics Association, had luore confidellce in the model series
.developed by Sal01110n (Lallrila 1912, 73). Previollsly, too, the Ecol10mics Association had
actively tried to raise the standard of craft teaching. It had granted scholarships to the slojd
(woodworl() SCll00l in Naas, Sweden, and had published Swedisll model series alld pictures of
craft artefacts for schools (Gladh 1968, 185-186). Cygnaeus for his part managed to bring his
·core ideas to teacher edllcation because he was chosen to organize the ten1porary teacher
training seminar (college) in Jyvaskyla. In tIle initial stages foll( schools were also supposed
to follow the schemes of worle of tIle JyvaskyHi teacher training seminar (college) model
school.
Teaching of crafts was a popular topic of discussion in foUe school meetings. In the fifth
pllblic folk school n1eeting tl1e topic to be discllssed was "What is the purpose of crafts
education in foll( schools and how can tl1at purpose be acllieved?". Development of home
industry was still an important topic of discllssion alld the meeting noted that neighbouring
countries had progressed in the development of their home indllstry with the assistance of
school crafts (I(KK 1881, 27). During this folk school meeting, for the first time in the history
of folk schools, a model was presented for ll0W educative craft would proceed in practice.
Teaclling was supposed to be based on a model of the artefact to be illade in order to give the
student or pupil some knowledge of tIle s11ape and l11aterial. The correct methods of using
tools were to be shown and enlphasis was to be placed on accuracy, hard work and order.
Educative craft was based on the preluise that the items were to be completed in accordance
witll the given instructiollS. Through these methods the objectives set were achieved: the
development of dexterity, a sense of shape alld beauty, and hand-eye co-ordination (ibid. 28).
Craft education based on tIle model nevertlleless needed proper tools and good models. The
benefit accruing from gel1eral dexterity was also discussed. Tl1e view was that general
dexterity accelerated the learning of vocational sl(ills, and the best nleans of developing it
was to learn how to ll1ake articles for everyday lIse (KKK, 1881, 30). The general meeting
agreed that craft education had not been accorded the saIne status 'as other subjects. The
obstacle to developnlent was COllsidered to be the unwillingness of the municipalities to
purchase tools and models. The 111eeting 110ped for changes to be made in this respect.
Developing craft edllcatioll was still a real headaclle for the developers of the folk school.
Teacl1ing did not proceed as plal1ned, and there was still a cOlltradiction between the views of
educative and practical craft. The meeting, however, aimed to dilninish the contradictions by
emphasizing the indirect be11efit of educative craft. The meeting also forceftlily revealed how
unwilling the nlunicipalities were to promote craft education. By introducing the method of
working according to itlstructions, the meeting also advanced everyday' teaching. It followed
the method developed by the Swede, Otto 8alo1110n (SalOlTIOn 1887, 67-77). Applying a
Swedish model was a precedent that had an effect on future developnlent. The woodwork
products in the craft exhibitions correspo11ded to t11e ideas of Cygnaeus. However, the
exhibition was notable for its dearth of metalwork items and Inechanical devices. As a whole
the meeting supported tIle ideas of Cygnaells on craft education.
The first curricular instructions were only published twellty years after craft education had
been started. Right up Ulltil the beginning of the 1880s curricula were planned school by
school and differed considerably fronl each other. They were unified and specified by the
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1881 model courses, in other words by the CUITiclllum which was planned by G. Lonnbeck,
Cygnaeus' the son-in-law" under tIle supervision of his father-in-law. (Nurmi 1988, 12.) The
model courses were based on the 1881 circular letter from the National Board of Education,
which shows the ideas of Cygnaeus. (I(ansal<oulun kasityon opetus 1912,64). In the circular
letter dated 30.11.1883 the National Board gave precise instructions for the organizing of
craft education: a scheme of worl< was to be drawn up on an annual basis, teaching was to be
based on educational principles, learning was to proceed from the simple to the lllore difficult,
and was to tal~e the pupils' existing skills and aptitude into account. In addition the circular

'had instructions on how to use the models. (ibid. 64-65.) .
There was dissatisfaction with the standard of craft education in the seminar (teacher training
college) (Gladh 1968, 151). In mid-1880s the senate was planning to found a separate institute
to train craft teachers. The aim was to develop home industries through n10re effective
training of craft teachers. According to Blomqvist (1886, 160-177) the institute was planned
to be founded in Ostroboth11ia, present-day Western Finland. Lakotieva (1986) claims that
different views hampered the developme11t of craft educatioll. If tIle National. Economics
Association had used its financial resources to develop national craft teaching methodology,
the result could have been significantly better. The fact that the Swedish method was made
known may have resulted in the predominance of woodwork. In the beginning of the folk
school, the teaching of crafts was scattered and the objectives were not acl1ieved. It was
supposed to be equal to other sllbjects but often the craft lessons were used for other purposes.
There were many reasons for the poor resllits. In the beginning t11ere were no clear
instructions and teaching varied a lot regioll by region. The biggest obstacle was the lack of
tools and workshops. (Gladh 1968,189-190.) The most industrialized municipalities
nevertheless seemed to set great store by craft education. In I<'itee and Vartsila in the present
day province of Northern Karelia in eastern Finland, craft had been taught since the founding
of the foll< scllo01s (ibid. 196). In Kitee there were sawmills alld a shipbuilding industry
(Karttunen 1945, 131) and in Vartsila there was a sawmill and later an ironworks (Ahonen, S.
Heikkinen, A., Lindl6f, T., Rytl(one11, S, & Tiait1en, S. 1983, 131).
Cygnaeus, however, had a chance to influence the implementation of his ideas when he was
offered the oppoliunity to organize the temporary seminar (teacher training college) in
Jyvaskyla (Nurmi 1977,138). The semillar act, passed in 1863, followed Cygnaeus' thinking.
He had managed to get his most impoliant ideas approved in this act, ideas which earlier had
been rejected by the inspection committee. Cygnaeus exerted enough pressure for teaching
posts in drawing and craft to be establisl1ed i11 tIle seminar (ibid. 159-161). Teacher education
started to follow the lines laid down by Cygnaeus. No curriculu111 was drawn up for craft but,
according to Lappalainen (1985,30), the teacher was to follow the lines of the model school,
with Cygnaeus' educational craft being implemented in everyday teaching. Cygnaeus indeed
had every chance to follow how his ideas were put to use as he was both the chief inspector
and the acting director of the seminar.
As a whole the modest results of craft education were a disappointment to both Cygnaeus and
the representatives of the practical craft school of thought (Gladh 1968, 191). The doubts
expressed by Snellman in 1856 had been realized. Jussila (1968, 48) claims that the main
reason hindering the development of craft educatio11 was economical. Cygnaeus' idea of
emphasizing diverse techniques in craft education were not realized and the promoters of
home industries were victorious. Particularly after Cygnaeus lltilitarian and home industry
ideas started to dominate. According to Kananoja (1994, 39) this was, however, meaningful
and even necessary. The latter ideas were to be seen in the en1phasis on professionalism and
in the substantial production of artefacts.
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5.2 The 1887 craft committee led by Cygnaeus - the first craft curriclilum

Cygnaeus acted as chairperson of the first craft comn1ittee. The memorandum was published
in 1887. The objective of the con1mittee was to cOlnbine the viewpoints of educational and
utilitarian craft education. In this way the committee aimed at improving appreciation of craft
education. 'The committee laid down w11at types of craft sholl1d be practiced and what type of
artefacts should be produced. The artefacts consisted of the collection ofmodels which
followed the lines of the prelilninary curriculum. The aim, however., was not to set up a
'binding and precise system (IZom. 1887:6,2-3). According to the committee, it was suitable
for boys a11d girls in the classes of the lower folk school to do plaitit1g worl< in accordance
with Frobelian pedagogy al1d to do textile work (ibid. 3). For the upper classes the committee
recommended woodworl< made with a knife and also joinery and woodturning. Local craft
traditions were also included, such as brusl1work, splint and willow worl(, plaiting, wire and
sheet metal work. Other types of metalwork were to be taught in special rooms. A new
component was the surface finis11i11g of woodell artefacts. For schools with good facilities the
committee suggested drawings for supplementary items. Throllgh these (ibid. 3) the series of
models would be more varied and talented pupils could develop their sl(ills further.
The committee emphasized that in learlling the correct worl<ing methods it was important
become literate in the reading of tecl1nical drawings. In practical work it was important to
follow the model and the drawing made of of the n10del. More basic technical drawing was to
be taught than earlier (IZonl. 1887:6, 7-8). The committee also pointed out the importance of
government funding in covering the costs of teaching crafts. It also demanded more effective
and multi-faceted teacher education (ibid. 13-17). Craft teaching in folk schools had got the
first consistent curriculum and the aim was to integrate the educational and utilitarian
viewpoints. It now started to become apparent that the teaciling of educational crafts could
also be useful. The committee inte11ded to create Finland's own national craft education. The
diverse selection of crafts is ill accordance with Cyg11aells' views. A clear difference can be
noted compared to Sweden where only the educative value of woodwork was acknowledged
(Salomon 1887,75). According to Laurila (1912,67) woodworl( also took precedence in
Denmark.

Combining the models and drawings was the comlnittee's OWl1 idea. The Swedes used only
models (Salomon 1887, 77) and the method used iIl central Europe was based on following
drawings. The emphasis on technical drawiIlg derives [raIn cel1tral European influences (Kom.
1912: 0, 11). The collection of drawings is not as diverse and varied as one might expect.
Woodwork drawings were in the majority and tIle only object associated with to mechanics
was a rack for a pulley. Later on the bootjacl< suggested by the committee became very
popular (ibid. 1887: 6,7). Including the basics oftechllical drawing in crafts directed the way
of future craft education. Craft education was seen as a subject close to drawing (arts) and the
scientific contents were being left out of craft education.

6 Summary

Instead of the objectives presented by Cygnaeus, the upgrading of technical know-how and,
through this, the improven1ent of economic status, had become the objectives of folk school
education (Lal(otieva 1986, 32). For instance the Finnish Economics Association was eager to
promote tIle position of craft by distributing, for example, new model collections to different
parislles. The Economics Association can thus be regarded as one of Cygnaells' opponents
since its aim was not to prolnote the pedagogical meaning of craft but to improve home
industry (Salola 1909, 13~14). J. W. Snelhl1an COllld 110t accept German-Swiss pedagogy nor
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